Abstract
Introduction

53
Bacteria detect, assimilate and integrate different environmental signals in order to 54 better adapt to their habitat and to cope with changes in environmental conditions.
55
Multiple signaling pathways allow them to communicate with each other within the 56 same species or between different species (1). This can be achieved through the 57 production and detection of diffusible molecules in the environment. In response to oxygen (2-4). Therefore, iron is a limiting factor for the growth of microorganisms.
67
To overcome the limitation of iron bioavailability, aerobic bacteria have developed in iron, pyochelin, a less metabolically expensive siderophore, is used to take up iron 79 (6).
80
In addition to acquiring iron via specific receptors for their own siderophores, many 
90
Pseudomonas fragi, which does not produce siderophores, is able to use 91 enterobactin, pyoverdine and desferrioxamine B produced by the bacterial species E.
92 coli, P. fluorescens or P. aeruginosa and Pseudomonas stutzeri, respectively (10).
93
Other genera of bacteria, like Yersinia (11), Erwinia (12), Vibrio (13), Amycolatopsis
94
(14), are also able to detect and to take up xenosiderophores in addition to the use of 95 their own siderophore. The wide distribution of xenosiderophore uptake genes in 96 many bacteria species suggests that siderophore piracy is a common process in 97 multispecies communities. However, most of these studies were performed in vitro 98 using purified siderophores and little is known regarding the occurrence of 99 siderophore piracy during biotic interactions.
100
Actinomycetes and Pseudomonads represent two of the major groups of bacteria 101 found in soils and rhizospheres (15, 16) Streptomyces (Fig. 1h, i) . Altogether, these data show that in the presence of S.
239
ambofaciens ATCC23877, the BBc6R8 strain does not produce its own siderophore. genes involved in these processes are conserved in this strain (Table S1) , siderophore in contrast to the control (Fig. 4a, b) . in the presence of either of the two single mutants after 2 days of culture (Fig. 4d, e) .
306
However, in the presence of the S. coelicolor ΔdesΔcch strain, a double mutant 307 deficient in the biosynthesis of desferrioxamine and coelichelin (36), the production of 308 the green-yellow pigment by P. fluorescens was not affected (Fig. 4f) desferrioxamine and coelichelin, respectively (Fig. 5e, f) . In addition, production of 347 pyoverdine was also observed in the two Pseudomonas mutants when cultivated on
348
26A agar plate containing 200 μM of desferrioxamine B (Fig. 5g, h) were also present in BBc6R8 (Table S1 ) and organized in a similar cluster as in P.
368
fluorescens Pf0-1, P. protegens Pf-5 and P. aeruginosa PAO1. A homolog of the fur 369 gene was also retrieved in the genome sequence of the BBc6R8 strain (Table S1 ).
370
This suggests that the mechanism of regulation of the desferrioxamine-mediated iron 371 uptake system in P. fluorescens BBc6R8 is similar to that of P. aeruginosa (32, 34). are expected to use common pools of scarce but essential elements such as iron.
433
The piracy would occur through the production by P. is widespread among bacteria and that piracy by "cheaters" does happen in vivo (66).
495
What is unclear is to which extent does this piracy really occur in natural ecosystems 
